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Medical schools that value the moral integrity of their students and that wish to
graduate ethical professionals ought to provide a clear process for conscientious
objection during clinical rotations.
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During clerkship year, medical students are confronted with ethical dilemmas that
are complicated by the most profound questions of human existence, including the
definition of personhood, the terms that govern creation of a new life, the meaning
of suffering, and the finality of death. In these situations, students may draw upon
personal experience, prior analysis, cultural beliefs, or religious frameworks in order
to decide the most ethical action. These various influences may cause the student to
reach a moral conclusion that is at odds with the wish of the patient or the consensus
of the medical team. As a current clerkship student, I have personally found myself in
several such situations.
Conscientious objection in medicine is the concept that allows providers to refrain from
participating in practices that, despite careful study and thoughtful reflection, cannot
be reconciled with their moral judgement. This protection also applies – in theory – to
medical students, who often find themselves in these same clinical situations.
However, students are not well positioned to practice conscientious objection because:
(1) medical schools do not always make students aware of this option,
(2) students may be afraid to challenge more senior members of the team, and
(3) clerkship success and residency applications rely heavily on subjective
evaluations.
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Without institutional support, students may repress strong moral intuitions for these
and other reasons. In these instances, medical schools not only miss an opportunity
to encourage students to stand up for what they believe to be right, but in fact teach
students to ignore the guidance of their conscience in ethically fraught situations.
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Schools that wish to encourage the development of ethical professionals should
provide a clear and transparent protocol for conscientious objection that empowers
students to act in a way consistent with their beliefs, encourages them to think critically
about ethical dilemmas, and shows them how to navigate ethical disagreements with
compassion and professionalism Figure 1.
Figure 1 Poster, presented
at the Fifth Annual Medical
Student Ethics Conference at
Mount Sinai Medical School
on December 3rd, 2020.
Source: “Code of Medical
Ethics Opinion 1.1.7.” Physician
Exercise of Conscience,
American Medical Association,
2020.
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